Abstract: Si photonic devices are sensitive to the change in refractive index on the Si-oninsulator (SOI) platform. One of the critical limitations in the compact 3D photonic integration circuit is the through-Si-via (TSV)-induced stress, which affects the performances of Si photonic devices integrated in interposer. We build a model to analyze and simulate the wavelength shift of the ring resonator caused by the effective-refractive-index change in the waveguide, arising from TSV-induced stress in the SOI interposer. Double-cascaded ring resonators integrated in the SOI interposer were fabricated and their wavelength shifts were characterized. The results show that the resonance wavelength shift on the order of 0.1 nm can be caused by the TSV-induced stress for d =R G 3, where d and R are the distance between the TSV and the Si waveguide, and the radius of TSV, respectively. This shift results in performance deviation from the target of design. Finally, this paper proposes a TSV keep-out-zone for the Si photonic ring resonator and a compact scaling of the SOI photonics interposer.
Introduction
Si photonics has been intensively researched and developed as it provides a low-cost and power efficient solution for next generation interconnect technology based on on-chip, chip-to-chip, and long-haul optical communication [1] - [9] . A multifunctional platform requires photonics and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuits to be integrated in a same system. To achieve advantages of power efficiency and bandwidth densities of photonics, monolithic integration of CMOS circuits and Si photonics functional blocks has been explored and recently demonstrated [10] - [15] . However, this approach requires an increased number of mask layers to fabricate CMOSintegrated Si photonics chips, and it also needs sophisticated co-integration processing skills to integrate them together on the same Si chip. Consequently, it is difficult to achieve high overall yield [16] - [18] . Moreover, the huge size mismatch between CMOS and photonics functional blocks is another disadvantage of the monolithic integration approach. The large footprint of Si photonics blocks can easily consume most of the die space, leaving little space for other electronics functional blocks, e.g., digital, radio frequency, and high-voltage, to be placed. Some researchers [16] , [17] , [19] have proposed to separate the fabrication of Si photonics and CMOS electronics, and finally integrate them together using through-Si-via (TSV) and micro-bump interconnect, which is a 3D integration scheme. In this paper, we proposed a Si-on-insulator (SOI) photonics TSV interposer, in which TSVs are fabricated in an SOI photonics wafer. As shown in Fig. 1 , in this scheme, high density Cu wirings and micro-bumps provide interconnection among guest dies, and TSVs communicate with I/O ports on the organic package (e.g., fc-BGA) and/or printing circuit board (PCB), whereas Si photonic devices deal with huge amount of data transmitted in from and out to the external world. TSV is a key technology in the 3D integration, which provides flexible and compact electrical/ physical connectivity between different chips [20] . In electronics 3D integration using TSV, the impact of TSV-induced stress on transistors has been intensively investigated [21] . However, how to place TSVs in the presence of Si photonic device is something that is missing in the literatures. To realize compact scaling, which is one of the important benefits of 3D integration, high-density TSVs are situated close to the Si photonic devices. One of the critical limitations in the compact 3D photonics integration is the TSV-induced stress, which affects the performance of Si photonic devices integrated in interposer, particularly for the stress-sensitive devices, such as Si photonic ring resonators. One example is the resonance wavelength shift arising from the effectiverefractive-index change in the waveguide, which results from TSV-induced stress due to the different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTEs) between Cu and Si/SiO 2 of interposer. This shift results in a performance deviation from the design target.
Some works have been reported on TSV-induced stress models [20] , [22] , [23] . These models are based on the 2D plane-strain solution to the classical Lamé problem in elasticity [24] , namely, the approximation of an infinitely long fiber (TSV) in an infinite matrix (Si wafer), which are, however, not suitable for the SOI photonics TSV interposer, which consists of buried oxide (BOX) and cladding oxide, Si substrate and TSV with finite depth.
In this paper, the impact of TSV-induced stress on Si photonic devices in SOI photonics interposer is analyzed. The model of TSV-induced stress distribution in the Si waveguide in SOI photonics interposer is built. The model of the effective-refractive-index change caused by the stress-induced changes of refractive index tensors is also presented. We have also fabricated and characterized Si photonic double-cascaded ring resonators integrated with TSV structures on an SOI platform to demonstrate the impact of TSV-induced stress, because the ring resonator is one of the most stress-sensitive Si photonic devices. The characterization results are statistically analyzed with the impact of fabrication nonuniformity eliminated. Finally, this paper proposes a stress aware design framework and a TSV keep-out-zone (KOZ) for the Si photonic ring resonator. A compact scaling of SOI photonics interposer is ultimately achieved.
Theoretical Model and Simulation
Thermal stress is induced during the TSV fabrication due to the mismatch in the CTEs of the TSV material (Cu) and Si/SiO 2 . The stress in the waveguide induced by TSV with different positions in Fig. 1 . Schematic of SOI photonics TSV interposer in 3D CMOS-photonics integration system. the interposer has been numerically analyzed by the 3D finite element analysis (FEA) method. The refractive index changes due to TSV-induced stress tensors are modeled by the stress-optic constants, and, meanwhile, the relationship between effective refractive index in the SOI waveguide and the refractive index tensors are modeled by the mode solver. The resonant wavelength shift of the ring resonator arising from the change in the effective refractive index is simulated by the finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method.
3D FEA Model and Simulation of TSV-Induced Stress
The stress distribution in SOI photonics interposer is numerically analyzed by the 3D FEA method using the commercial software Mechanical APDL (ANSYS) 14.0. The schematic of the 3D FEA model of SOI interposer is shown in Fig. 2 , which illustrates a quarter of the interposer due to the symmetry consideration. The boundary condition is set at the plane of x ¼ 0, y ¼ 0, and z ¼ 0 to reduce the calculation load that depends on its symmetrical structure. The simulation window is set to be 50 m Â 50 m Â 50 m to avoid the impact of boundary condition on the stress distribution in the waveguide. The thermal load is set to be annealed at 350 C and cooled to room temperature of 25 C. The elastic mismatch between Cu and Si/SiO 2 is negligible in this 3D FEA model. A very thin Ti layer between Cu via and SiO 2 is used as a diffusion barrier in the actual experiment. However, the stress caused by the Ti layer is very small and it is thus neglected in the simulation model. The symbol denotations, the material properties, and other parameters used in simulation are listed in Table 1 .
The variables in this simulation are d =R ¼ 0:2=1=2=3=4=5=6. Fig. 3 shows the simulated contour plot of stress distribution in the TSV and the waveguide layer in the SOI interposer (only xx with d =R ¼ 0:2 is presented). It shows that the stress can reach the order of 100 MPa. The mesh volume-weighted mean stress in the waveguide in the range of y 2:5 m is calculated from the contour plot, which covers the coupling region of the ring resonator in the following simulation. To extract the TSV-induced stress, the residual thermal stress distribution in SOI photonics interposer without TSV, which is caused by the difference in the CTEs of Si and SiO 2 , is also analyzed for comparison by the 3D FEA method. The mesh volume-weighted mean stresses of the waveguide in the SOI interposer without TSV are xx ¼ À4:8 MPa, yy ¼ 22:7 MPa, zz ¼ 25:9 MPa, and xy ¼ 0:2 MPa. Positive stress represents Btension,[ whereas negative stress represents Bcompression.[ Based on the superposition principle [23] , the TSV-induced weighted mean stress is calculated by deducting the weighted mean stress of the interposer without TSV. The TSVinduced weighted mean stresses in the waveguide are summarized in Fig. 4 . As the waveguide is usually very long in the Z direction as shown in Fig. 2 , the shear stresses in this direction, namely, 
Change in Effective Refractive Index Caused by the Stress-Induced Change in Refractive Index Tensors
The phase of photonic devices is affected by the refractive index of the waveguide, which can be changed by stress due to the photo-elastic effect. The stress-induced change in refractive index tensors is modeled by the stress-optic constants, which are expressed in Eq. (1)- (4) [25] . Án yz and Án xz are negligible in this paper because the waveguide is very long in the Z direction, i.e.,
In the preceding equation, n xx , n yy , n zz , and n xy are refractive index tensors, and n 0 is the refractive index without stress. 
. The photo-elastic constants of Si are listed in Table 2 [26] . The stress-optic constants in Table 2 may not be accurate at 1.55 m, because they are derived from the strain-optic constants measured at 1.15 m. However, the dispersion is expected to be weak since the strong electronic transitions occur at the shorter wavelengths for both Si and SiO 2 [26] . The stress-optic constants of SiO 2 are ten times less than that of Si; therefore, the stress-induced changes of refractive index tensors of SiO 2 are not considered in this paper. The changes of refractive index tensors calculated based on the weighted mean stresses in the Si waveguide are shown in Fig. 5 . It shows that Án xx , Án yy , Án zz , and Án xy decrease from the order of 10 À3 at d =R ¼ 0:2 to about zero at d =R ¼ 3, and they are negligible for d =R 9 3.
Si waveguide is anisotropic under the TSV-induced stress. For anisotropic materials, the electric field ðE Þ and the electric displacement field ðDÞ are not parallel, and they are related by the permittivity tensor " (a second-order tensor) [27] . As discussed before, the shear stresses ( yz and xz ) in the Z direction are very small, and hence, the refractive index tensors (n yz and n xz ) are negligible. E y can be negligible for transverse electric (TE) mode (electric field along X axis in Fig. 2) ; thus, the relation between E and D can be expressed as Eq. (5) 
Therefore, the change in effective-refractive-index ðÁn eff Þ for the TE mode is mainly caused by Án xx , Án xy , and Án zz , which can be expressed as Eq. (6) . It is in agreement with the results simulated using mode solver of Rsoft commercial software. The corresponding fitting results Photo-elastic constants of Si [26] simulated using mode solver are expressed as Eq. (7). According to Eqs. (1), (3), and (7), the model for stress-induced Án eff can be derived as Eq. (8) 
where a 1 ¼ 0:843941, a 2 ¼ 0, and a 3 ¼ 0:218913 for TE mode. The modeling result of Án eff is also shown in Fig. 5 .
Simulation of TSV Impact on Si Photonic Ring Resonator
Effective-refractive-index ðn eff Þ is a critical parameter of photonic devices. According to Á ¼ Án eff =n g [28] , where the wavelength and n g the group index, Án eff can result in a wavelength shift of the device and hence affect the device optical performance. As discussed before, Án eff can be caused by the TSV-induced stress. A group of TSV designs with different d =R values (from 0.2 to 6) are considered in our simulation. Based on the modeling result of stress-induced Án eff in Fig. 5 , the wavelength shift of the ring resonator is simulated using the FDTD method. The schematic of the Si photonic ring resonator is presented in Fig. 6 , which includes a transmission waveguide, a ring cavity, and a coupling region. The parameters of the simulated ring resonator are L c ¼ 2 m and r ¼ 5 m, and the gap between ring and waveguide is 0.2 m.
The simulated spectra are shown in Fig. 7(a) . The wavelength shift of the ring resonator caused by the TSV-induced stress is shown in Fig. 7(b) . The results show that the ring resonator In optical communications systems, the spacing of dense wavelength division multiplexing defined by ITU is typically 100 GHz (0.8 nm) or 50 GHz (0.4 nm) [29] , [30] . Therefore, wavelength shift on the order of 0.1 nm results in the performance deviation from the designed objective, and the wavelength shift is negligible for d =R 9 3. Hence, this paper proposes the TSV KOZ for the Si photonic ring resonator in the SOI interposer of d =R G 3, in order to keep resonant wavelength shifts one order smaller than 0.1 nm.
Fabrication and Characterization
We fabricated and characterized Si photonic double-cascaded ring resonators integrated with TSV structures on an SOI platform to demonstrate the impact of TSV-induced stress, because ring resonator is one of the most stress-sensitive Si photonic devices. The characterization results are statistically analyzed with the impact of fabrication nonuniformity eliminated.
Design of Experiment and Fabrication
We design an SOI photonics interposer integrated with Si photonic ring resonators and TSVs to verify the impact of TSV-induced stress on the optical performance of the Si photonic device. However, the optical performance of the ring resonator is sensitive to the fabrication variation. In order to minimize the ring performance variation caused by the fabrication nonuniformity, a doublecascaded ring resonator is used, as shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 includes two double-cascaded ringresonators, where one device is integrated with TSVs and the other is without TSVs that serves as a reference. The TSV-induced stress changes the resonated wavelength spacing of the two ring 
The devices were fabricated on an 8-in SOI wafer with a 220-nm top Si layer and a 2 m BOX. First, the Si waveguide ring resonators were formed by a dry etching process. Tilted scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the waveguides are shown in Fig. 9 . The tip width is about 200 nm for coupling with lensed fibers, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 9(b) shows the SEM image of the coupling region of the ring resonator. With a 4-m-thick photo resistance pattern, 30-m-deep TSVs were etched through after the waveguide formation. The vertical and smooth sidewall of TSV in the SOI interposer is shown in Fig. 9(c) . A 1-m-thick SiO 2 was deposited by the plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition method on the sidewall of TSV for isolation. A 200-nm-thick Ti layer was then deposited by the physical vapor deposition (PVD) method as a diffusion barrier. Another 3-mthick PVD Cu seed layer was deposited on the Ti barrier layer. Cu electrochemical-plating was carried out to fully fill the TSV. Finally, the wafer was annealed at 350 C followed by chemical mechanical polishing. The microscope image of the cross-section of SOI photonics interposer integrated with copper TSVs and the transmission electron microscope (TEM) image are shown in Fig. 9(d) . Fig. 9(d) shows the TSV is fully filled with copper. The inset shows the cross-section of the device with TSV.
Characterization
Agilent optical measurement system (photonic dispersion and loss analyzer) was used to characterize the optical performances of two devices with/without TSV structures at room temperature. The optical measurements were performed after selecting the TE polarization. The typical spectra of four groups of devices fabricated for testing the TSV impact are shown in Fig. 10 . Each group includes two spectra, with one belonging to the device with TSVs, and the other belonging to the reference device without TSV. Compared with the reference devices, there are changes to the wavelength spacing of each device with TSVs. The results show that the TSV-induced stress causes a wavelength shift of the ring resonators. The differences in the resonant wavelength spacing are statistically analyzed from 15 samples for each group. In order to consider fabrication variation in the different die locations, another four groups of two double-cascaded ring resonators without any TSVs were fabricated, and the differences in the resonant wavelength spacing are also statistically analyzed from 15 samples of each group. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 11 , including the simulated results.
For the four groups of devices without any TSVs, the average differences in the resonant wavelength spacing between the device and the reference is $0.15 nm and the deviation is $0.07 nm. The results show that in the absence of TSV-induced stress, the difference in the wavelength spacing of the double-cascaded ring resonators between the device and the reference is relatively constant. For the four groups of devices with TSVs, the average differences in the resonant wavelength spacing between the devices with TSVs and the reference devices are obviously different. With increasing d =R, the average difference reduces from 0.55 to 0.07 nm, with a deviation reducing from 0.19 to 0.07 nm. The result of wavelength spacing change shows that the TSV-induced stress impact on the optical device becomes stronger when the TSV structure is closer to the optical device. When the distance between the TSV and the waveguide is more than 7.5 m ðd =R ¼ 3Þ, the stress impact on the optical device is negligible. The experimental results are basically in agreement with the analysis in the above model. In conclusion, the TSV KOZ for the Si photonic ring resonator in SOI photonics interposer has been experimentally demonstrated.
Conclusion
An SOI photonics TSV interposer has been proposed. The impact of TSV-induced stress on the optical performance of the photonic devices has been theoretically investigated as well as experimentally demonstrated for the first time in this paper. The TSV-induced stress in the waveguide has been numerically analyzed by the 3D FEA method. The refractive index changes due to TSVinduced stress tensors are modeled by the stress-optic constants, and meanwhile the relationship between the effective refractive index in SOI waveguide and the refractive index tensors are modeled by the mode solver. The resonant wavelength shift of the ring resonator arising from the change in the effective refractive index is simulated by the FDTD method. Experimentally, an SOI photonics interposer demo has been fabricated using a CMOS-compatible integration process. The TSV-induced resonance wavelength shift has been characterized and the experimental results are basically in agreement with the analysis in the proposed model. Finally, this paper proposes the TSV KOZ for the Si photonic ring resonator in the SOI interposer of d =R G 3, in order to keep resonant wavelength shifts one order smaller than 0.1 nm.
